
genucenter 4.2 Release Notes

Information on the genucenter 4.2 product family is available in these release notes.
Please read this document carefully! You are advised to install this upgrade, as this release both resolves
various problems, and provides new features.

Important, please read!
You have to perform a configuration backup of your genucenter system BEFORE upgrading.
Detailed instructions on how to perform this upgrade are available in section 4 of these release notes.
Further information can be found in the manpage of the commands db backup and db restore.

1 Scope of Delivery

With the current genucenter version 4.2 you have received:

• These release notes

• An ISO image of the installation CD-ROM.
The image is also available for download on the genua webserver in the genucenter customer
area: https://www1.genua.de/customer/gz_support/release_download.en.html

2 Before Upgrading

• Due to the upgrade to a 64 bit system, no automated upgrade path is available. It therefore is
not possible to select the option “U” for upgrade after inserting the genucenter CD-ROM. Instead,
select “I” for installation. After installation, a previously created database backup can be used to
restore configuration data for the genucenter appliances.

• Please note that genucenter version 4.2 requires 2 gigabytes of RAM!

• As this upgrade is a completely new installion, the genucenter partition table is rewritten. Please
keep this in mind if the present partition table differs from the standard installation setup.

• This genucenter release supports the following browsers:

– Internet Explorer 10 and 11

– Firefox version 24 and higher

• On genucenter models 600 and 800, hardware revision 5, RAID performance may be suboptimal.
A controller firmware update is required to fix this. Directions and a firmware image are available on
the genua webserver in the genucenter customer area: https://www.genua.de -> ’Customer
Service’ -> ’Login’. Follow the click path ’genucenter Support’ -> ’Release Notes’ -> genucenter
4.2 Release Information’.
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2.1 Note:

Javascript and animated GIFs must be permitted by the browser in order to display all functions of
the genucenter GUI.

3 New Features in genucenter 4.2

3.1 Connection to established Public Key infrastructure (PKI

IPsec keys on appliances now can be associated with X.509 certificates. This improves interoperability
between genua and third party products in VPN networks. genua appliances now can also be VPN
partners for software VPN clients if both the clients and the genua appliance use certificates from the
same PKI.
A certificate can be uploaded in the menu VPN → VPN Default Settings for centrally managed ge-
nua appliances. To do so, the certificates need to be in the PKCS#12 format. After upload, certificate
information will be displayed in this menu.
When running an IPsec VPN network, the CA certificate can be associated with the entire network.
X.509 certificate upload in PKCS#12 format and certificate information display and available here, too.
Certificates are required both for the appliances as well as the VPN network.
The command line program “pki” (including a manpage) is available to assign certificates to numerous
appliances at the same time. Certificates can be assigned to genubox, genucrypt and genuscreen app-
liances. IPsec VPN networks can be set up either as hub-and-spoke or fully meshed topologies.
Please note that appliances using smartcards cannot be assigned certificates.

3.2 Improved performance

genucenter 4.2 runs on a 64 bit kernel capable of addressing more than 4 GB of RAM. This is especially
important for genucenter appliance models 400, 600 and 800.
In addition, the database queries for appliance and objecy overviews have been optimized. The tables
are displayed much more quickly.

3.3 Rendezvous

3.3.1 Remote Secure Integration Applikation (ReSI)

The rendezvous roles “remote maintainer” and “operator” can use the simple Windows application ReSI
to:

• Access remote maintenance targets (“remote maintainer”),

• Activate/deactivate remote maintenance connections (“operator”).

ReSI is supported by Windows XP and higher, and does not require administrator rights on the system.
The application can be downloaded from the genua website, including a manual.
The ReSI configuration is generated bei genucenter, which provides a password protected download for
remote maintainers and operators. After download, the ReSI configuration can be distributed for import
to the application.
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Requirements:

• In the menu System → Rendezvous, IP addresses for the ReSI application to connect to need to
be defined for the service boxes and rendezvous servers involved.

• Operators and remote maintainers need to assigned SSH keys.

• All genubox systems involved in remote maintenance connections need to be updated to version
4.3 or higher.

3.3.2 Rendezvous remote maintenance: Live View and recording

Remote maintenance connections now can be monitored in real time and recorded as proof of proper
maintenance, and to document a maintainer’s work. To do so, remote maintenance needs to performed
using RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol).
Therefore, the new configuration object type “Remote Maintenance Configuration” has been introduced
in the Rendezvous menu, and can be associated with target systems. In addition, a module will be auto-
matically assigned to the service box. After an appliance update, the remote maintenance configuration
will be available.
genubox appliances model 330S or better are recommended for recording, as these provide sufficiently
large hard drives and fast CPUs for video conversion. Activate the local Web GUI on the service box to
permit video conversion and download. The local service box operator GUI then can accessed using the
login data of rendezvous operator associated with the maintenance connection. Video conversion and
download can also be performed via the ReSI application.

3.4 Plus extension

The “Plus extension” is available for the genuscreen and genubox appliances and provides a virus scan-
ner, a Web proxy, and a URL scanner. The Avira virus scanner requires a license - to obtain one, please
contact genua sales or your genua partner.
Three new genucenter object types now are available in the menu Advanced → Plus Extension Policies.
Appliance settings to use the plus extension are performed in the menu Advanced → Plus Extension.
Appliances of the models 300S or better are required for the plus extension, as persistent hard drive
space is needed.

3.5 Centrally managed appliances

3.5.1 genuscreen, genubox, genucrypt

• NetflowTM: Accounting data can be transferred via the NetflowTMprotocol to an external Netflow
server. Configure this in the menu System → Monitoring.

• DHCP server: An appliance can be configured as a DHCP server in the menu System → DHCP
Server.

• Display IPsec tunnel: The menus Monitoring → IPsec VPN Statistic displays an overview of
established IPsec VPN tunnels. As this is based on a new appliance feature, they need to be
updated to version 4.3 first.
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• genucenter access: Connections to genucenter, including the admin IP address, now are confi-
gured in the menu System → Access.

3.6 GUI changes and improvements

• Warnings: A number of warnings (displayed in yellow) were introduced, for example when a setting
is not supported by the current software version. Unlike validators, warnings permit saving the
settings warned about.

• Create appliance: More options now are available when creating appliances. For example, an
interface can be creted and immediately configured with an IP address, instead of having to set
that up later.

• Dummy entries: Simple examples already are visible in various menu fields to demonstrate the
proper syntax, how to name an object etc.

• Uploads: Uploads have been simplified – after selecting a file in an upload widget, all you need to
do is save the form.

• Recursive listing: Tables now can be recursively listed, e.g. to view all appliances and objects of
a domain, including all subdomains.

• Selectively restart jobs: Appliance jobs now can be selectively restarted in the job history. For
example, several appliances can be selected, and a job restarted only for these. This is useful to
handle failed jobs, as the appliances do not have to selected in the Maintenance menu again.

• Unified filter menus: The configuration onjects for filter and NAT rulesets now are available in the
consistent menu. Rule → Rulesets.

• Explorer: search function Filtering of appliances and domains in the explorer bar now must be
confirmed, instead of the previous method of “find as you type”. This improves search efficiency
when filtering numerous appliances or domains.

• Appliance overview: The appliance overview now also displays unique appliance IDs and a “used
by” list. This helps to quickly determine if an appliance is a member of a VPN network, has a special
function etc.

• Multiple selection: The multiple selection widget has been improved: Previously selected entries
no longer appear the available list. Hold the CTRL button to select several entries at the same
time. Additional seach criteria are available, such as IP addresses and names.

• Filtering tables: Special table filters are available. For example, enter “#appliance id:80-90” in the
appliance overview to restrict the display to appliances with the unique IDs 80 - 90 only,

3.7 Other changes

• OpenBSD Upgrade: OpenBSD has been upgraded to version 5.4.

• Ruby on Rails: Ruby has been upgraded to version 2.0.x and Rails to version 4.0.x. Custom
modifications (e.g. to scripts) may require maintenance.
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• Maximum number of log messages displayed: A maximum of 100,000 lines of a log are dis-
played. Otherwise, please use the display date filter function.

• Global search: The global search function was improved, e.g.searches by “tags” and product
inventory numbers.

• Binary files on appliances: Due to the upgrade to a 64 bit system, genucenter binary binary files
no longer can be executed on appliances.

• Multiple genucenter DNS servers: Analog to the centrally managed appliances, multipe DNS
servers now can be configured on genucenter.

• Renaming rulesets: Rulesets and interlacings now can be renamed.

• Appliance images without genucenter patches: A genucenter script now can handle images
of centrally managed appliances. genucenter patches are not required. Appliance images can be
downloaded via customer and partner access to the genua webserver.
The script is executed by calling ’getimagesfromcpt’.

• VPN partners: In the VPN overview, a list of VPN partners has been added to the “Used By”
display.

• Operator lockout: Activating user lockout in case of three consecutive incorrect login attempts
also affects the rendezvous operator. In addition, these also will be “deactivated” to prevent the
operator from logging on to the local Web GUI of a service box. A deactivation requires a service
box configuration update to inform it.

• Select all IPsec connections for PF and NAT rules: To simplify setting up filter and NAT rules
for VPN partners, now “All IPsec VPN Connections” can be selected for IN/OUT or the interface.

• Modules: The module overview in the root domain now also displays version informations. This
helps determine more quickly if a module is compatible with the appliance software.

• VIM auf dem genucenter: A .vimrc for the user root has been added for the “vim” editor.

• Entropy: Checks for sufficient entropy for newly created appliances now are activated per default.

• Display HDF: An appliance HDF now can be viewed in the GUI. TO do so, replace the last part of
the current URL by “hdf”.

• vio interfaces: These so-called virtio physical interfaces can be selected when running a virtual
genucenter with KVM.

3.8 Training and workshops

Release training courses covering all new features and important changes, as well as hands-on work-
shops are available. For details, see http://www.genua.de under “Events & Training”, “English”.
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4 Upgrade Installation

To perform the upgrade to version 4.2 genucenter 4.1, any patchlevel is required.

To download, go to http://www.genua.de and click on ’Customer Service’ -> ’Internal Customer
Area’ -> ’genucenter Support’ .

Before starting the upgrade, please check if you have SSH access to the genucenter system, and set
it up if necessary. If you are using a genucenter standby system, please read chapter 4 in the product
manual.

To upgrade, perform the following steps:

• Log in as root on the genucenter machine.

• Generate the database backup by executing the following command:
db backup

• Copy all files in the directory /var/center/backup/ to a different machine.

• Create the installation CD-ROM from the ISO image and insert it into the drive.

• At the prompt

(I)nstall or (C)ancel?

select I for an installation.

See also section 2.

• After the upgrade installation, reboot the system when prompted. To do so, remove the CD and
enter
reboot

at the console.

• After the reboot the database must be restored. Use the command
db restore

as the user root on the console.

• Finish the remaining installation and reboot one more time – enter the command
reboot

as the user root on the console.

• Now log in at the Web interface and update the genucenter with the update button.

Check the results. It is recommended – at the very least – to check the genucenter configuration
itself to prevent losing access to the Management Server due to errors.
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5 How to Contact Us

genua Gesellschaft für Netzwerk– und Unix–Administration mbh
Domagkstrasse 7, 85551 Kirchheim near Munich, Germany
Phone: +49 89 99 19 50-0, Fax: +49 89 99 19 50-999
E-Mail: info@genua.de, WWW: http://www.genua.de/

 2014 genua mbh, Kirchheim, all rights reserved. genua, genugate, genucenter, genuscreen, genu-

crypt, genubox and genucard are registered trademarks of genua mbh.
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